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I am pleased to inform you that I have
expanded my services to include light-based
Permanent Hair Reduction treatments using
the Palomar Pulsed Light System. Pulsed light
treatments are safe and effective.
If you or someone you know would like to
learn more about our pulsed light treatments,
please feel free to contact me for your first time
FREE consultation. Give the coupons below to
a friend, and don’t forget to visit our website

www.conniesmecenter .com

Consultation

Receive a 10% Discount on Your First
Visit

508-998-8119
Connie’s Medical Electrology


2263 Acushnet Avenue
New Bedford, MA 02745

10% Discount
on your first visit

508-998-8119
Connie’s Medical Electrology


2263 Acushnet Avenue
New Bedford, MA 02745

CALL TODAY FOR YOUR FREE CONSULTATION

FREE

CONNIE’S MEDICAL ELECTROLOGY
2263 ACUSHNET AVENUE
NEW BEDFORD, MA 02745

at:

2263 Acushnet Avenue
New Bedford, MA 02745

Phone: 508-998-8119
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ELECTROLYSIS


Electrolysis is the oldest and original method
of “Permanent Hair Removal”. It has a long,
safe and effective history dating back to 1875.
It is effective on all hair and skin types.
Electrolysis is a series of treatments usually
over a year and a half to a two year period
providing the scheduling is kept up. Each area
requires a certain amount of hours of
treatment. The most receptive hairs are in the
“Anagen Stage” of growth. Anagen is the
active growth phase of hair follicles. Most hair
follicles are in the anagen stage at any given
time.

FREQUENTLY ASK QUESTIONS…

skin gets use to electrolysis and there is
minimal, if any skin reaction.

IS ELECTROLYSIS REALLY PERMANENT?
Yes, it is. It is not a one treatment procedure,
it requires several treatments. I tell patients
their hair will dictate when they will need to
come in.

LASER HAIR REMOVAL


If you live with unwanted hair on your back,
legs, upper lip or other areas, you may be
surprised to find that you can find permanent
relief to your problem through pulsed light hair
removal.

HOW IT WORKS AND WHAT TO EXPECT..

Yes some areas are, but again, if it is
uncomfortable a topical prescription makes a
big difference. For many the appearance of
the unwanted hair is more painful to look at
than the electrolysis treatment itself.

Laser hair removal has been around since the
1990’s and is a safe non-invasive procedure.
Pulsed light treatments are remarkable because
they can provide permanent hair reduction on
large body areas with a minimum of
discomfort. I use a Palomar Pulsed Light
System and my patients have experienced
superior results after only a few treatments.
Pulsed Light is similar to a laser in that it used
an intense beam of light. However, Palomar
employs a new technology that removes hair
up to ten times faster than most lasers.
Palomar Pulsed Light Systems have the
flexibility to provide hair removal treatments
on different types of skin and hair. The
systems remove unwanted hair by delivering a
pulse of intense light directly into the hair
follicles. The light is absorbed by the pigment
in the follicles and converted to heat. The heat
then loosens the hair and disables the cells
responsible for growing new hair. Pulsed light
treatments are exponentially more effective
than such temporary solutions as shaving and
waxing. Most patients describe the pulses as a

Yes, they are TINY filaments that slide into
the hair follicle alongside the hair. The skin is
not broken the needle enters an existing
opening. The needles are sterile, disposable,
individually wrapped and opened in your
presence.

WHAT WILL MY SKIN LOOK LIKE
AFTERWARDS?
All of the possible skin reactions include
redness, puffiness, and after a few days a tiny
pustule may appear or a tiny scab. This is
temporary and the skin heals beautifully. An
antiseptic such as witch hazel, and an antibiotic
cream helps in healing. As time goes by the
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FREQUENTLY ASK QUESTIONS…
IS LASER HAIR REMOVAL PAINFUL?

DOES ELECTROLYSIS HURT?

IS ELECTROLYSIS DONE WITH
NEEDLES?

“snapping” sensation, which causes mild
discomfort at most.. After the treatment, there
may be some redness for a few days, but that
quickly fades and the patient can enjoy the
effects of smooth skin.

If you have had electrolysis, you will find laser
hair removal to be considerable more tolerable.
The procedure itself is so fast on most areas it
is finished before you know it.

DO I HAVE TO HAVE MY HAIR LONG
FOR TREATMENT?
No, in fact you should shave the area to be
treated two days prior to coming in. We want
the laser to target the hair and hair follicle. If
the hair is too long the laser +could be wasted
on the surface hair, never making it into the
follicle.

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION AND YOUR
COMPLIMENTARY CONSULTATION, CONTACT
OUR OFFICE TODAY AT:

508-998-8119
2263 Acushnet Avenue
New Bedford, MA 02745
DIRECTIONS:
ACUSHNET AVENUE, CORNER
OHIO STREET
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